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About IKC3
IKC3 - Ireland’s Knowledge Centre for Carbon,
Climate and Community Action, is a
collaboration between three of Ireland’s
leading Universities; Munster Technological
University, Trinity College Dublin and
University College Dublin.

The consortium involves an extensive national
and EU wide network of partners, including
EIT Climate-KIC, Sustainable Innovations Spain,
European HEIs, companies, enterprise clusters,
local government, civic and social innovators.
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Providing education 
for the transition to 
a low carbon 
economy

Dr Quentin Crowley

Eve SavageDr MaryAnne Hurley

The programme is 
delivered by a team 
from Munster 
Technological 
University and Trinity 
College Dublin



Industry, Clusters, Agencies & Research Centres

International Collaborators

National Collaborators



Pillar 1:
Lifelong
Learning

Pillar 2:
Turas Learning 

Programme

Pillar 3:
Deep Learning 

Demonstrations

Enterprise skills & talent 
for the transition to the 

low carbon economy

Graduate formation 
& the workplace

of the future

Regional experiential 
learning

environments



Climate Smart 
Innovation Sprint

Industry members encouraged to provide challenges for 

strategizing

Positive, peer to peer learning environment rewarding 

results based and design thinking approaches

Design thinking methodologies used to work through 

challenges

Opportunities to collaborate and approach challenges by 

learning transversal problem-solving methodologies



What is Design Thinking?

A sequential process to understand the user, redefine 

problems and challenge assumptions in an attempt to 

identify innovative solutions to prototype and test.

Design thinking is a process of problem solving that begins with 

understanding and empathising with the customer/users/society's 

needs

The design thinking approach can be applied to ANY problem 

or challenge............ empathy is at the cornerstone of the 

process.



10 Step Team process

Identify the problem

Defining the 
challenge

Designer Dozen 
and the 9 R's

The Big Tree

The Bigger picture

Expanding on 
your chosen 
ideas

Action Plan

IKC3 Climathon Canvas

IKC3 Build Team Canvas

Impact Pitch Presentation



What Will I Learn?

Achieve personal development, 
strengthening your communication, skills 
towards solving complex societal challenges 
related to climate change.

Work actively and collaboratively by creating 
practical, meaningful solutions with 
coherence to holistic thinking such as 
including - ecological, social, economic, and 
societal contexts.

Transferable skills, personal development, 
and leadership promoting action orientated 
solutions.



THE CHALLENGE

How do we half emissions 
by 2030 and get to Net Zero 

by 2050?



The area of climate action is a committed and engaged
space where progress takes time, effort and
commitment. Committing one’s career to this essential
work requires both endurance and resilience for the
fight. This programme, in particular the residential
school, provided a wonderful opportunity for me to
recharge my resilience and restore my endurance for
the task at hand. From becoming reacquainted with
systems thinking models to analyse and assess the
complex interconnection of climate challenges and
solutions, to the time spent growing my personal
network of like-minded, yet diverse climate activists,
struck a wonderful balance of the people, systems and
solutions that we need to make serious progress in
climate change mitigation and adaptation.

I am grateful for the opportunity offered to me.

Brian Gray, Sustainability Officer, 
ESB Group Pierre Kerhascoet, Project Manager, 

Irish Bioeconomy Foundation



Feedback Defining

Impactful

Action based

Interactive

Collaborative

Insightful

Live

Sustainable

Innovative



Questions?

Form to be completed by 
all applicants

Provide details on your current / previous 

education

Describe you current / previous 

employment
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